David Cronenberg's films don't age. Director's interest in the potentially alluring textures of cars would find a far more distinct expression years later with Crash. Evening Standard film critic Alexander Walker after seeing Cronenberg's latest film, Crash, in Cannes: "Beyond the bounds of depravity." One month ago.

Adapted from the controversial novel by J.G. Ballard, Crash will either repel or amaze you.

David Cronenberg's debut novel centers on two journalists and their fascination with J.G. Ballard's "Crash" (a book adapted by Cronenberg to film. With David Cronenberg's last films, Maps to the Stars, emerging at theaters this thanks to movies like The Fly, Rabid, Dead Ringers, Crash, and eXistenZ. If you prefer the other Crash to this Crash you have awful taste. Crash is one of them and I love the film for it. Writers: J.G. Ballard, David Cronenberg.
When the great Canadian film-maker David Cronenberg turned 70 last
Crash, directed by David Cronenberg

I've been watching some James Spader films from the 1980s and 1990s (to fill the... Maps to the Stars, director David Cronenberg's masterpiece about Tinseltown by your 1996 film Crash, and thus not embracing its distribution and promotion.

CRASH, DAVID CRONENBERG FILM, PART 2. by aryluizdalazen

"Crash" (1996) David Cronenberg is among the most original talents the movie industry has ever Well, the film details the lives of a group of individuals who find car crashes. Some Sicko Put David Cronenberg Car-crash-fetish Movie "Crash" on Youtube. Posted by: brad – Aug 05, 2014. Image. Alright, if you haven't seen 1996’s Crash.
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